SNOOKER KNOCKOUT REPORT TUESDAY 27th NOVEMBER 2018
With the snooker league having reached the halfway mark last week, this week was the first
round of the snooker league handicap knockout. The knockout is based on the total amount of
points scored over the eight frames played. The winner being the team that scores the most
The quarter finals to be played on Tuesday January 8th.
Mechanics B 524-614 Tower Pirates
Bob Rondel (42) 156-225 Tony Le Poidevin (-14)
Paul Bullock (35) 124-131 Steve Morgan (7)
Richard Corbett (42) 165-130 Scott Le Noa (-7)
Sam Duncan (42) 79-128 Ben Garnier (42)
In this match part of the damage was done by the first player Tony Le Poidevin, who despite
giving away 56 in each frame managed to win by 69 points, scoring 116 to 88 in the first and
109 to 68 in the second. Some of the points gained by putting Bob in numerous snookers.
The next pairing between Paul and Steve was a close affair with Steve just managing to
outscore Paul by just 7 points to go 76 in front.
Richard Corbett for the home team won both his frames to reduce the deficit by 35 so the lead
to the pirates reduced to 41.
Sam and Ben were playing off the same handicap, but Sam was not able to make any
impression on the game, losing both frames by a total of 49, for the Pirates to win by 90.
Over the eight frames Mechanics B had a 266 point handicap advantage so the Pirates did
well to win. Had this been a league match The Pirates would have won it 5-3
St Brelade Steelers 546-431 Tower Beans
Sean McDonald (-7) 128-124 Stephen Rive (28)
Gary Boschat (14) 157-46 Aubrey Rive (14)
Karl Le Fevre (-21) 122-127 Andy Richardson (-7)
Steve Thomas (0) 139-134 David Ferre (28)
Sean McDonald went on first against Stephen Rive of the league leaders. Stephen won the
first after fluking the brown and taking the remainder of the colours. But McDonald came
back very strongly in the second frame and compiled a superb break of 58, and narrowly
missed the green with a possible 83 clearance at his mercy. Taking just a 4 point lead over the
two frames.
Gary played an out of form Aubrey and duly put plenty of daylight between the two teams
after beating Aubrey by 111 points to put the home team 115 points in front.
The next two frames between Karl and Andy were a pretty tight affair with Andy managing to
win by 5 points. So it was up to Steve Thomas to bring home the victory for the Westerners
and he did this comfortably against David Ferre winning the two frames by 5 points to win
the match by 115 points.
Over the eight frames Tower Beans had a 154 point handicap advantage. If this was a league
game St Brelade would have won 5-3. When the two teams met in the league St Brelade lost
the match 6-2. So this was a good result for the “Steelers”
Mechanics C 460-416 Vinchelez
Joe Stewart (21) 127-115 Phil Romeril (-7)
Michael Anfray (14) 137-126 Stuart Simon (42)
Scott Crawford (28) 104 -77 Fran Savarese (28)
David Moore (35) 92-98 Alastair Simon (14)
After the first four frames were played the home team had a lead of just 23.
Scott and Fran were playing off the same handicap, both frames were close but Scott won
them both by a margin of 27 to put his side 50 ahead.
On a good day Alastair would have been capable of clawing back the difference but David
managed to keep Alastair at bay with two close frames, David lost but only by 6 points for
Mechanics to win by 44
Over the eight frames Mechanics C had a 42 point handicap advantage

BLUE DRAGON THERAPIES INDIVIDUAL SNOOKER LEAGUE RESULTS FOR
MONDAY 26th NOVEMBER 2018
LEAGUE 2:
Steve Morgan 3-0 Stephen Rive
Peter Robinson 1-2 Daniel Cavey
Owen Corfield 0-3 James Martin
Herbie Bruggraber 1-2 David Proctor
BREAKS:
Stephen Morgan: 51, 38

TEAM BILLIARD HANDICAP LEAGUE RESULTS FOR
WEDNESDAY 28th NOVEMBER 2018
Services 18-14 Tower Royals
(7) Paul Destro 193-140 Phil Smith (6)
(6) Robbie Kilpatrick 288-151 Scott Le Noa (3)
(5) Malcolm Malzard 241-133 Richard Le Noa (5)
Tower T'ree 15-12 St Aubin Misfits
(5) Martyn Le Gallais 264-148 Richard de la Haye (3)
(5) Howard Smith 192-137 Bert Soyer (4)
(5) Peter Robinson 231-174 Robert Le Moel (5)
BREAKS:
Peter Robinson: 22

